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1 What is a Site specific Wind Assessment?
The product denoted as “Site-Specific Wind and Ice Assessment” is interpreted differently by
organizations which supply site specific studies, although the Building and Tower codes such as
ASCE7 (in Section 26.5.3) and TIA 222 (Section 2.64 and explicitly in topographic category 5) require
the use of meteorological data obtained at a nearby site and analysis using accepted statistical methods
in the literature.
ICE obtains hourly wind and other meteorological data from a nearby airport with 30 or more years of
record, as well as supporting meteorological data such as precipitation, temperature, humidity, and
observations such as gust, freezing precipitation, cloud ceiling, and weather type codes. ICE then
performs the statistical analysis to determine the extreme wind speed for any return period required by
the user, applies the topographic and terrain corrections using the Simple Guidelines, and models the
icing for each event in order to provide vertical profiles of wind for the extreme event, freezing rain
and in-cloud icing dependent on tower height, location, and the elevation of the tower site.
EC uses as starting point the mapped wind from the NBCC (National Building Code of Canada) and
applies an equation derived from the Simple Guidelines for topographic influences on the wind profile.
Icing accumulation due to freezing rain is per NBCC table, and no Rime icing estimate is produced. EC
provides a service on this basis which it calls Site Specific.
The Checkwind software from Revolutio (Australia) interpolates the ASCE7 Map or other wind map to
a specific location and performs for the user the topographic and terrain corrections provided in the
code. It also calls this a site specific wind.
The ATC (Applied Technology Council) Hazards by Location web site provides wind values by
interpolating the ASCE7 wind maps for a specific geographic location, and the user is expected to
apply the terrain and topographic correction factors to obtain a wind in accord with the code. They call
this a site specific wind as well, although there is no charge for obtaining the interpolated wind from
the web site presumably in recognition of the fact that the user can do the map interpolation on his own.
Ultimately it is up to the design engineer to decide which product serves his client’s needs. It is easy to
see why the engineer would be uneasy about having to make the decision, given that he does not have
the full picture of what these procedures entail. This is then compounded by the fact that the same name
“Site Specific Wind” is being used for totally different products.
As a basic requirement, when different data and methods are compared it is important to establish the
basis for comparison. This is particularly critical in the case of the return value for wind speed, because
this is not a quantity that is measurable except by indirect inference. In the design process the specifics
of the profile of wind speed with height are essential, so that a comparison of the single value at 10 m is
not sufficient to characterize the loading on the tower.
As ICE is familiar with the EC data and procedures through numerous comparisons and discussions,
this document will discuss the ICE service and the EC service in more detail and compare them for a
critical case.
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2 Environment Canada Procedures
Basic Wind
The basic wind used by EC for a specified location is a value interpolated from the nearest population
centres as extracted from the NBCC tabulation, which itself was based on interpolation of mapped
winds derived more than 15 years ago.
The map was prepared by EC from analysis of wind records at 230 airport stations supplemented by
climate observing stations across Canada having at least 10 years of hourly data. The station data for
airports was standardized to open country conditions and a minimum speed of 76 km/hr was substituted
where the wind speed fell below this level, while shoreline and off-shore stations were left as observed
without standardization.
The return period winds were based on annual maximum statistics using the Gumbel probability
distribution, which meant for most stations the use of 10 data points to fit to a straight line distribution
with constant variance across the country. This has the effect to further homogenize the extreme wind
over large areas. More recent analysis by EC (Hong et al), based on more years of data and using at-site
estimates of the variance rather that a constant across the country, has shown that the original maps can
over-estimate 50 year return wind speeds by 15% to 25%.
As an example, the Hope BC value for the 50 year return is 105 km/hr for the hourly average in the
NBCC tables. Analysis of 37 years of hourly observations shows a maximum of 77 km/hr at the airport
station located 6 km away. The predicted 50 year return value using the observations is 72 km/hr, with
an upper error bound of 12% at the 95% confidence level. This means that the map interpolated value
is 25 to 30% higher than observed. This translates into a 70% over-estimation of the pressure at the 10
m level.
Terrain Adjustment
The adjustment for exposure changes from the map value to the tower site (or the bottom of the
topographic obstruction) is based on the use the Wieringa equation shown below. Here Hg is the height
of the free flow level which EC assumes is 60 m for all roughness cases.

This equation was derived on the basis of a logarithmic profile for wind speed and the assumption that
the wind speed is the same at the height Hg over the two different terrains. This height obviously
differs for different roughness lengths; for example in the ASCE7 wind adjustment table Hg is 270 m
for C category (open country) and 370 m for B category (suburban – urban).
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Topographic Adjustment
The topographic adjustment used by EC is based on the Simple Guidelines of Taylor and Lee (1984)
and can be summarized in the following equations:
U h (z)   1 S(z) U 01(z)  Ur(z)
where
U 01(z) is the profile at the bottom of the feature
Ur(z) is the change in profile due to roughness change up the hill
S(z) is the speed-up factor due to topography
U h (z) is the modified speed at the top of the features
Note that the profiles in this equation are also based on the logarithmic equation. The EC then derives a
general form from this equation:

where A and B are specified in the table below
Terrain Type
2D hills (ridges)
3D hills
2D escarpments
2D rolling terrain
3D rolling terrain
Flat Terrain

A
3.0
4.0
2.5
3.5
4.4
0.0

B
2.0
1.6
0.8
1.55
1.1
0.0

and h is the hill height, L is the hill width at the half height point, Lint is the distance from the top of the
feature, and δ is the maximum vertical extent of the modified profile where roughness changes on the
hill or ridge.
This general formula is then rewritten to change the profile to the power law instead of logarithmic and
amalgamate the variables and convert to wind pressure (speed squared) rather than speed.
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In this equation the power law exponent for wind speed is taken as 0.1 to be consistent with the NBCC
use of the power law for wind.
The value v01 in equation 9 is the adjusted wind speed at the 10 m level in mph, which in the case of a
terrain discontinuity is the wind speed at the approach to the feature. In this case the NBCC table wind
is assumed to represent the wind at roughness 0.05 m to which the terrain adjustment is applied.
Note that equation 9 still has a logarithmic dependence for the modified profile, even though the power
law profile is adopted, which causes numerical problems as will be discussed in the examples below.
In 2016 the exponent for the power law was amended to take into account the roughness length on the
fetch leading up to the tower, in an attempt to overcome the anomalous behaviour of the profile in the
case of change of roughness. The table below lists the roughness dependence of the exponent, which is
an interpolation of the ASCE7 exponent table for gust. As these are being used for hourly average
wind, they should have been derived from the averaged profile exponents also in the ASCE table.
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In the case where there is an abrupt change in the roughness the new EC reports give two equations,
one to cover the heights from 10 m up to height δ, and one for heights greater than δ, which should not
exhibit the influence of the change in roughness.
The two equations have different values for the a and zh parameters, and should also have different
power law exponents reflecting the different fetch roughness values (near field vs far field); however in
the reports you only see the same exponent being used for both equations. If different exponents were
used then the profiles would not match at the height δ which typically requires defining a transition
zone where the profile changes below the transition to adjust to the upper profile.
Mount Midgeley Profile Derivation - EC
An example of a situation which clearly shows the problem with equation 9 is examined in this section.
A portion of the report from EC for Mt Midgeley BC is reproduced below. In this case there is a change
in roughness in going up the mountain from forest (rl = 0.70) to open exposure (rl = 0.05)
approximately within 200 m of the crest judging by the very low δ of 22.7 m.
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Note that this report was produced before 2016 and uses the 0.2 power law exponent for pressure (0.1
for speed). The a and z parameters are explained in terms of h (height of the feature) and L (the width
of the feature at half-height) in the table shown above.
The report also provides profiles of the wind pressure with height on the tower as shown below.

Here the green profile is based on the NBC wind and an exponent of 0.2 for pressure. The dark blue
profile is the calculated Qh which is the modified wind at the tower location.
It is quite clear in this case that the Qh profile does not have a power law dependence with height with
exponent of 0.2, in the way that the Qnbc profile does. In fact the pressure (and hence the wind)
decreases with height from the lowest level to the height of the tower and beyond. This profile has no
physical basis and the meteorologist would be aware of this, which is why the Qe profile (shown on the
graph in pink) was created to provide a profile with height in accord with the one specified in NBCC
and Clause 4.5.1 of CSA S37-M86. (Qe profile has the same integral of pressure up to 70 m as does the
Qh profile but has the power law profile). The Qe is not provided in the EC reports after 2016 because
it was pointed out that the load at a given height depends on the projected area at that height as well as
the pressure at that height. Substituting a fictitious pressure profile will produce incorrect loading.
This behaviour is generated by the hold-over logarithmic dependence in the second term which is not
matched to the power law profile. As a result the second term in the equation goes from 1.14 at the 10m
level down to 1.0 at the 23 m level, and the pressure drops from 733 to 622. Above this level the
pressure continues to drop to 482 at 70 m due in part to the exponential term and the lack of adjustment
in the transition zone. An exponent of 0.309 instead of 0.2 increases the pressure at 70 m to 596.
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3 ICE Procedures
This section summarizes the data and analysis methods used by ICE in providing a Site Specific Wind
Assessment. For a fuller treatment the reader can consult the following documents also available on the
website.
1 Guide to Deciphering the Environment Canada Site Specific Wind Pressure, July 2015
2 Derivation of Extreme Icing for Tower Design, Presentation at STAC 2019
3 STAC Webinar Jan 17, 2018
4 STAC Webinar Jan 24, 2018
Basic Wind
The Basic Wind is derived from hourly observational data at the closest airport and in some cases a
climate station. The objective is to select an observational site with a long record of data in order to
provide sufficient reliability for the statistical analysis. Typically the raw data from the archives needs
to be reviewed to eliminate erroneous data (generally transcription errors of various kinds). This is
done by scrutinizing the wind and other weather parameters for the day (such as presence of gust data,
thunderstorms, and other weather events) to confirm or modify the outlier record. The data is then used
to derive a monthly maximum wind for each month in the record.
The Generalized Extreme Value Distribution (GEV) is then fitted to the monthly maximum series to
determine the best approximation to the 10 year and 50 year return (or any higher return period
required) wind speed. The following table shows a comparison of the GEV fitting of monthly maxima
to the Gumbel fitting of annual maxima for a typical monthly maximum series.
Mean Recurrence Interval
Monthly Station data
Annual Maxim- Gumbel
Annual Maxima - GPD

50 yr
76.7
77.3
78.4

95% Conf
-5, 8
-9, 31
-9, 6

700 yr
86.3
90.9
84.1

95% Conf
-7, 12
-20, 58
-10, 10

The Gumbel tends to produce higher values for the rarer events because it is a 2 parameter fit (straight
line) with fewer data points, and it also has a much bigger error margin. Although the Gumbel
distribution is included in the GEV as a limiting case, it is rarely selected by the GEV as the best fit.
Terrain Adjustment
Terrain adjustment is based on the Wieringa approach as used by EC, except that the free flow level Hg
is calculated using the Walmsley procedure depending on the roughness length and latitude, and is
generally several hundred meters rather than the 60 m assumed by EC.
The fetch approaching the tower has to be chosen to correspond to the direction which produces the
highest wind estimate taking into account the roughness along the fetch but also the shape and slope of
topographic features affecting the tower. It is then assumed that the maximum predicted wind does
approach from the chosen direction, to satisfy the code requirement.
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Determination of Wind Profile
The logarithmic wind profile equation is used to determine the parameter u* (essentially the surface
friction resistance to flow) from the following equation

and the wind measurement at the airport. For the high wind cases which are of interest in the extreme
wind determination the second term in brackets is equal to zero which simplifies the calculation.
Using the Wieringa terrain adjustment then allows determining the profile at another location given the
roughness along a fetch of 1 to 2 km. This can be the location of the tower or at the approach to a
topographic feature affecting the tower.
Note that in this approach the u* is a continuous variable. If one wanted to use a power law form for the
profile, the u* can be translated into the exponent of the power law (in the case of high wind neutral
stability) based on the roughness and wind values at two heights. In the EC tabulation shown above the
exponent is a discrete value over a range of roughness lengths.
Topographic Adjustment
The topographic adjustment used by ICE is also based on the Taylor, Lee Simple Guidelines as detailed
in Walmsley. Unlike Equation 9 used by EC, the profile is calculated by additive modification of the
starting log profile U(z) by roughness modification on the slope (ΔU)r and topographic speedup (ΔU)t.

D accounts for the location on the slope through the variable x which is the distance from crest of the
feature. The A and B parameters are the same as in EC formulation, and explicitly account for rolling
terrain situations.
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Mount Midgeley Profile Derivation - ICE
In the ICE procedures, the starting point is to locate a nearby station for data. In this case the nearest
airport with a 20 year record of hourly data is at Creston, 19km to the SE of the tower. The 50 year
return wind for the airport is 13 m/s (21 mph or 47 km/hr) and the basic wind is 51km/hr, much lower
than the 76 km/hr minimum speed in the NBCC Tables, and only half the EC value derived by
interpolation of stations outside the valley.
The hill slope and fetch roughness are derived from Google Earth:

The Hill Height H = 1200; L = 1600. Since the Simple Guidelines limit the slope to be no higher than
0.6, the program will automatically reset L to 2000 m. These compare to the EC values of H = 140 and
L = 240.
The roughness length on the slope is determined to be 0.22 rather than the 0.7 value used by EC. The
value of 0.7 corresponds to fully forested terrain.
The wind profile starting at the base of the tower is derived using the above parameters and is shown in
the following plot, as well as the tabulation of the wind profile and wind pressure.
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Mt Midgeley 50 year and 10 year return hrly wind
Profile relative to base of tower

Height above base (m)

250
200
50 yr
10 yr

150
100
50
0
22

24

26

28 30 32 34
Wind hrly (m/s)

Height Above
Base
(m)
250.0
200.0
180.0
160.0
140.0
120.0
100.0
90.0
80.0
70.0
60.0
50.0
45.0
40.0
35.0
30.0
25.0
20.0
17.5
15.0
12.5
10.0

36

38

Hourly Wind
59 yr return
Speed (m/s) Pressure (Pa)
39.4
1009.0
39.5
1014.2
39.5
1014.2
39.4
1009.0
39.2
998.8
38.9
983.6
38.4
958.5
38.0
938.6
37.6
918.9
37.1
894.7
36.4
861.2
35.6
823.8
35.1
800.8
34.5
773.7
33.8
742.6
33.0
707.9
31.9
661.4
30.6
608.6
29.9
581.1
28.9
542.9
27.8
502.3
26.5
456.5
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The pressure at the 10 m level is much lower than the EC derivation, which is the result of the much
lower Basic Wind derived for the airport. The pressure at the 70 m height is 895, with the ratio of the
70 m to 10 m pressure being 895/457, or nearly a factor of 2. This corresponds to a power law exponent
for pressure of 0.34 (equivalent of 0.17 for speed). This value of the exponent is partly attributable to
the speed up enhancement of the profile with the maximum in the speed up being at 150 m in this case.
It is seen in the above comparison that the EC Equation 9 predicts the inverse of the ICE profile. In the
EC profile the largest pressure occurs at the 10 m level and the smallest pressure is at the top of the
tower, while the ICE profile has the low pressure at 10 m and the highest pressure at the top of the
tower. This inverted profile will lead to a very different design in terms of loadings and moments and
sets up the potential for tower failure.
The ICE Report provides the user information on the basis for the Basic Wind; the modifications for
roughness and topography; graphical and numerical tabulation of the profiles; a spreadsheet providing
the profiles for input to analysis programs; and on request the icing and rime icing estimates from the
nearest airport with the required data. The icing estimates take into account the elevated terrain which
includes the effect of modified speed profile and duration of the icing event leading to increased
accumulation of ice.
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